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COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

Watkin Jones develops large scale residential 
for rent properties in the student 
accommodation & build-to-rent markets 

www.watkinjones.com 
 

Build-to-rent ‘comes of age’ 

Covid-19 could be the catalyst for build-to-rent (BTR) to “come of age” 
according to residential for rent developer and manager Watkin Jones. It 
was already ramping up BTR alongside its core of student accommodation, 
but we now believe demand for purpose-built private rental could be 
further boosted by people choosing to rent and by an institutional hunger 
to replenish dwindling sources of yield. The recent interims showed BTR 
overtaking student housing’s pipeline and we believe WJ’s low-risk, capital 
light model is tailormade to serve this burgeoning market. 

▪ H1 results driven by BTR momentum. The 19 May interims showed a 17% 
rise in revenue to £186m, fuelled by a four-fold increase in BTR – a major 
part of the group’s five-year growth strategy. Adj PBT rose 6% to £27m. 
Pre-IFRS 16 net cash more than doubled to £38m. As previously 
announced, the interim dividend was suspended and financial guidance 
was withdrawn. Projects in England, Wales and Northern Ireland are now 
at c. 75% of pre-Covid 19 staffing levels albeit with a “modest” rise in costs. 

▪ Resilient finances preserve flexibility. Gross cash of £72m and £71m 
headroom on its new RCF allows WJ flexibility in the timing of forward 
sales in a currently “subdued” institutional investment market, rather 
than pressurising it to ‘chase’ deals. We believe growth will resume, albeit 
with some slippage in development timing. 

▪ Covid-19: short-term disruption, long-term opportunities. Construction 
programmes have been disrupted by the lockdown but we believe the 
economic implications of Covid-19 may increase demand for rental 
properties among occupiers and also investors, with the latter facing a 
dearth of company dividends and a collapse in rental income in the 
onetime institutional mainstay of retail property. Moreover, we envisage 
major opportunities to buy sites from distressed owners at attractive 
prices. In student accommodation, its new deal with Cranfield University 
could signal a new wave of partnerships to regenerate ageing campuses. 

▪ Unique defensive growth model. The group develops student and now 
BTR rental accommodation, forward-funded by leading institutional 
investors, thus reducing financial risk and capital requirements. It also has 
a growing accommodation management division, with strong revenue 
visibility and providing valuable synergies for student and BTR divisions, 
as well as a housebuilding business with tightly deployed capital.  
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FYE SEP (£m) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Revenue 244.2 267.0 301.9 363.1 374.8 

Adj EBITDA 36.1 38.6 43.8 50.9 64.8 

Fully Adj PBT 36.1 40.2 43.3 50.1 50.2 

Fully Adj EPS (p) 0.0 23.7 14.0 16.0 16.0 

EV/Sales (x) N/A N/A 1.3x 1.1x 1.1x 

EV/EBITDA (x) N/A N/A 9.1x 7.8x 6.2x 

PER (x) N/A N/A 12.1x 10.7x 10.6x 

Source: Company Information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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Overview: watershed for WJ’s defensive growth model 

In the conference call accompanying Watkin Jones’s interim results on 19 May, CEO Richard 
Simpson said BTR “could really come of age” due to potentially permanently changed 
working patterns wrought by the Covid-19 lockdown. These included a greater degree of 
flexible remote working and aversion to crowded commuting. We see a parallel driver of 
demand, from institutional investors looking to replace once staple income sources, such 
as company dividends and retail property rents, which have both plunged, possibly for the 
long-term. Combined, this really could be, in our view, a watershed moment for what had 
been the smaller of the company’s two development arms.  

The group, which was admitted to AIM in 2016, in our view offers a unique low-risk, capital-
light development and asset management model for student and private rental. It develops 
purpose-built student accommodation (PBSA) and private rental buildings, largely forward-
funded by institutional investors. It manages these and third party residential 
developments through its Fresh Property Group (FPG) division and operates a more 
traditional housebuilding business focused on the North West (see Watkin Jones explored, 
page 18). We believe the group should benefit from continuing growth opportunities in 
new student accommodation and has ‘early mover advantage’ in BTR. The interim results 
(see page 4), in our view, demonstrated several of the group’s strengths: 

▪ Supplying growth sectors. We believe there remain opportunities for further steady 
growth in student accommodation (page 9), driven by the leading university towns and 
the gradual replacement of ageing and obsolete stock, especially ‘on campus’. We now 
see, however, potentially greater prospects in BTR, a sector which has been earlier in 
its evolution than student accommodation (page 14). Watkin Jones, we believe, has 
‘early mover advantage’: it is ideally suited for the Group’s business model, with similar 
institutional investors forward-funding developments and it has already built up a 
pipeline of over 2,600 apartments. We expect that the economic and social implications 
from Covid-19 could accelerate the establishment of an institutionally-funded private 
rental market. 

▪ BTR overtakes student accommodation pipeline. A possible indication of growth 
prospects was that the value of BTR projects for the first time surpassed that of Student 
accommodation in the group’s long-term secured pipeline, which reached £690m, for 
both Student and BTR, from £408m at the September 2019 year end. 

▪ Low-risk, capital light model. Through its forward-funding model (page 16), 
institutional clients effectively pay for development sites that WJ identifies up front and 
then construction works as they progress. The Group also passes on construction risk 
to its sub-contractors via essentially fixed price ‘design and build’ contracts. Thus, there 
is very little development risk to WJ and low capital requirements. Fresh offers 
significant annuity style recurring income by virtue of the regular fees it receives under 
multi-year management agreements. Fresh requires only modest capital, while capital 
deployment in Residential is tightly controlled 

▪ Covid-19: short-term disruption, long-term opportunities. In addition to the BTR 
opportunities referred to above, we believe there could be significant opportunities to 
buy discounted sites from distressed land owners and there could be enhanced scope 
of work for Fresh, given greater safeguarding requirements for residential owners. 

▪ Risks and responses. Risks, such as falling demand, competition, macro and political 
are largely mitigated by WJ’s unique model. For a more detailed description of main 
risks and responses (page 34).  

Changing working patterns and 
investment needs post-Covid 
means BTR “could really come of 
age” 
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HY results show financial resilience and opportunities 

As confirmed in the 1 April pre-close statement,  the group reported revenues and profits 
for H1 to 31 March 2020 in line with its expectations. All business segments “performed 
well, delivering on their operational objectives”, with the disruption caused by Covid-19 
only starting to have an effect on operations towards the end of the period.  

▪ A 16.7% increase in revenue to £185.7m, driven principally by turnover in the Build to 
rent division jumping by £27.8m, to £36.5m. Revenue in the larger Student 
accommodation division, slipped by 6.2% to £120.8m due to a lower number of beds, 
due to phasing of deliveries. There was also a 7.5% rise in Accommodation management 
revenue and an increase in revenue from the Residential division of £6.9m, to £24.3m.  

▪ Gross profit rose by 8.0% to £41.9m, with the margin slipping from 24.4% to 22.6%, 
reflecting the lower margin inherent in BTR, 16.3% (guidance for the division has been 
15%) versus 24.1% for Student accommodation. The Residential contribution rose from 
£2.9m to £4.4m and Accommodation management results were similar to H1 2019. 

▪ Adj PBT rose 6.4% to £26.6m and there was an 8.6% increase in adjusted EPS to 8.44p. 
The interim dividend, as previously announced, was suspended, but the company is 
“committed to resuming dividends as soon as conditions stabilise”. 

▪ A key feature was the increase in net cash from £18.3m to £37.5m; gross cash rose from 
£57.9m to £72.4m; the RCF was renewed to May 2025, with an increase in the facility 
from £60m to £100m, and with £71.1m undrawn. (On a post-IFRS 16 basis, including 
lease liabilities, net debt was £108.2m, down from £133.8m at H1 2019; there was also 
a positive impact on H1 2020 adjusted EBITDA of £5.6m due to the accounting change.)  

▪ Contracted forward-sales total £390m, underlining WJ’s financial security.  

▪ Approximately three-quarters of the pre-Covid workforce was back on site, except in 
Scotland, while the lockdown continued. “Encouraging” early progress has been made 
in mitigating disrupted student accommodation delivery for FY 2020E. Six of the seven 
schemes are targeted for delivery to clients by Q3 2020E and the seventh is targeted by 
Q4 – which may lead to penalties. Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, the group had not 
failed to complete a student accommodation development ahead of the academic year. 
The value was not detailed, but the company included this in its anticipation of “a 
modest increase in costs”, also including acceleration efforts and the costs of 
implementing alternative working methods in order to maintain safe social distancing.. 

▪ Activity in the institutional forward selling and land purchases market has been 
“subdued” since the period-end. The statement indicated that this could pick up in H2 
2020, but that the group’s strong finances avoid the risk of it agreeing to forward sales 
deals on its longer-term pipeline should they be less satisfactory. 

▪ The implementation of IFRS 16 had a major impact on the P&L and balance sheet, in 
respect of lease liabilities, related to six historical PBSA sale & leaseback properties 
(page 6).  

▪ Outlook: “The Board believes that the Group is now well-positioned for future growth 
and to take advantage of economic opportunities that may arise from the current 
unprecedented situation 

 

Interim results demonstrate the 
resilience and growth 
opportunities of capital-light 
forward-selling model 
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HY results – highlights 

Year-end September (£m) H1 2019 H2 2019 H1 2020 

Revenue    
Student accommodation  128.8   117.4   120.8  

Change (%) -9.5% -31.2% -6.2% 

Build to rent  8.8   64.9   36.5  

Change (%) na na na 

Residential   17.4   20.6   24.3  

Change (%) na -16.4% 39.5% 

Accommodation management   3.9   3.6   4.1  

Change (%) 3.5% 0.8% 7.5% 

Corporate  0.3   9.2   (0.1) 

Group revenue  159.1   215.7   185.7  

Change (%) 0.5% 5.3% 16.7% 

    
Gross profit    
Student accommodation  31.8   22.4   29.2  

Margin (%) 24.7% 19.1% 24.1% 

Build to rent  1.9   11.3   6.0  

Margin (%) 21.7% 17.5% 16.3% 

Residential   2.9   4.8   4.4  

Margin (%) 16.7% 23.2% 18.2% 

Accommodation management   2.4   2.2   2.6  

Margin (%) 62.6% 60.3% 61.9% 

Corporate  (0.2)  (0.2)  (0.2) 

Gross profit  38.8   40.5   41.9  

Margin (%) 24.4% 18.8% 22.6% 

AM admin    
Group admin  (11.5)  (12.9)  (12.7) 

EBIT, group only  27.3   27.6   29.2  

Share in op profit of JVs   -     0.3    -    

Total operating profit  27.3   27.9   29.2  

Exceptionals  (2.6)   -      -    

Net interest  (2.4)  (2.6)  (2.6) 

PBT  22.4   25.3   26.6  

Add back exceptionals  2.6    -      -    

PBT, pre-exceptionals   25.0   25.3   26.6  

Adj EBITDA  32.1   32.7   34.2  

EPS, basic (p)  6.96    8.44  

EPS, adjusted, diluted (p)  7.75    8.40  

Dividend (p)  2.75   5.60    -    

Net cash (pre-IFRS 16)   18.3   76.8   37.5  

Lease liabilities (152.1) (149.0) (145.8) 

Net debt (post-IFRS 16)   (133.8)  (72.2)  (108.2) 

Net assets  147.6   161.7   168.9  
 

Source: Company information 
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IFRS 16 impact  

The impact of IFRS 16 ‘Leases’ appears to have been more material than for most property-
related companies. It has meant that net cash of £37.5m at HY 2020 has been re-presented 
as net debt of £108.2m, while in the P&L there are roughly equal and opposite changes to 
rental costs and depreciation/interest charges (see below). 

The new standard relates mainly to the Group’s six historical student sale & leaseback 
properties as well as leases for the rental of office space and motor vehicles.  It creates a 
‘right-of-use asset’ for these leases and a liability for future lease payments.  The Group 
has adopted the fully retrospective approach in applying the standard, recognising its 
material impact on the Group’s results and statement of financial position. The 
comparative results for H1 2019 and the balance sheet at 31 March 2019 and 30 September 
2019 have been restated.     

The right of use assets recognised at 31 March 2020 amount to £127.2m (30 September 
2019: £131.4m).  These primarily relate to the student accommodation sale and leaseback 
properties, which accounted for £121.8m of the balance.  Corresponding lease liabilities of 
£145.8m have been recognised (30 September 2019: £149.0m), reflecting the long-term 
nature of the student accommodation leases, which have remaining lease terms of 
between six and 32 years.  The two leases with the longest remaining terms,  Dunaskin Mill, 
Glasgow and New Bridewell, Bristol, which are strongly profitable, account for £83.3m of  
this balance.     

The difference between the right of use assets and lease liabilities at 30 September 2019 
of £17.6m, net of a deferred tax asset of £3.3m, is reflected in a reduction in retained 
earnings of £14.3m at that date. 

   

Impact of IFRS 16 on net cash 

YE Sep (£m)  H1 2019   H2 2019   H1 2020  

Cash  57.9   115.7   72.4  

Hire purchase creditors  (1.4)  (1.4)  (0.9) 

Bank loans  (38.2)  (37.4)  (34.0) 

Net cash (pre-IFRS 16)  18.3   76.8   37.5  

Lease Liabilities  (152.1)  (149.0)  (145.8) 

Net debt (post-IFRS 16)  (133.8)  (72.2)  (108.2) 
 

Source: Company information 

 

Impact of IFRS 16 H1 2020 profitability  

H1 2020 (£m)  Pre-IFRS 16   IFRS 16 impact   Post-IFRS 16  

EBITDA  28.6   5.6   34.2  

Depreciation  (0.5)  (4.2)  (4.7) 

Amortisation  (0.3)   -     (0.3) 

Operating profit  27.8   1.4   29.2  

Net finance charges  (0.4)  (2.2)  (2.6) 

PBT  27.4   (0.8)  26.6  
 

Source: Company information 

Impact of IFRS classifies future 
lease liabilities as debt 
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Outlook: short-term timing slippage, long-term opportunities 

Formal financial guidance was withdrawn at the trading update but, in principal we 
envisage continued growth in revenue in the three rental-focused divisions, albeit with the 
timing of some of the developments ‘shifting to the right’ relative to previous market 
expectations, partly due its disciplined stance to forward selling, and as the company 
conceded in the results, a modest increase in costs.  

While there were no new forward sales in BTR during the period, the Group secured two 
significant new sites, both of which are subject to planning: for 565 apartments in 
Birmingham and 323 in Bath. There were two further PBSA sites secured: for 291 beds in 
Bristol and 300 in Bath.  

A potentially significant trend could be the partnership agreement signed after the period 
end with Cranfield University to develop accommodation ‘on-campus’; previously WJ’s 
developments have been ‘off-campus’. This could mark a start of renewing pre-1999 stock 
across the UK and forge relationships with universities, we believe (page 13). 

 
BTR and PBSA pipeline by year of delivery, H1 2020 (number of apartments, beds) 

  
 

Source: Company information 

Covid-19 response 

In the 27 March update, the Group announced it had decided to close its active 
development sites temporarily, with the exception of a small number of sites which will 
remain open whilst essential services works are completed. It would keep this position 
under review and remains prepared to remobilise the sites quickly, as soon as it is 
appropriate and safe to do so. FPG was ensuring the welfare of tenants and staff and 
providing practical support to those who are self-isolating.  Enhanced cleaning regimes and 
adjusted social interaction arrangements were put in place to assist in managing and 
controlling the potential spread of the virus.  

In its 1 April Half Year trading statement, the Group conceded that this would “inevitably 
impact financial performance” but stressed that there is a supportive forward-sold pipeline 
of over two years.  

In its 19 May interim results announcement, the Group confirmed it had remobilised 
construction activities, after having made comprehensive risk assessments, and at least 
75% of the workforce is currently operational in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The 
Group has worked closely with its supply chain and partners during this period to ensure 
they are paid as normal and to manage continuity for remobilising activities.  
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Growth likely to continue but with 
slippage in timing; new long-term 
opportunity in ‘on campus’ 
student accommodation 

Most sites are now operational 
albeit with modest increase in 
costs 
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At the time of the results it had been unable to reinstate construction activity in Scotland 
due to the Scottish Parliament’s ban on non-essential construction work but First Minister 
Nicola Sturgeon has subsequently announced a phased return for construction with 
heightened safety measures, albeit with uncertainty over the timing of full site working.  

The Group has operating leases across several student accommodation developments.  
Approximately 50% of students left their term time residences prior to the lockdown being 
implemented and the Group has taken the decision to waive the 2019/20 final rent 
instalments for students who left their accommodation prior to the 23 March.  It is also 
providing accommodation after the end of term for those who need to stay longer as a 
result of the disruption.  The cost to the Group for these measures is circa £1.0m.  

It implemented comprehensive cash conservation measures, including accessing the 
Government’s Job Retention Scheme for furloughed employees, which at its recent peak 
saw 43% of the Group’s employees (c. 185) furloughed.  Since early May 2020, the Group 
has begun to reemploy staff across most of its construction sites, as work has 
recommenced.  For furloughed employees, the Group is topping up salaries to 80% of their 
base, where their basic salary is above the Government’s cap.  The annual pay increase, 
which was due on 1 April 2020, has not been made, and the Board has temporarily reduced 
director fees and senior executive base pay by 20%.  

As announced on 1 April 2020, the dividend has been temporarily suspended as a pre-
emptive response to Covid-19: “The Board recognise the importance of the dividend to our 
shareholders and are committed to resuming dividends as soon as conditions stabilise”. 

Cladding update 

The Group announced in its 7 April pre-close trading statement that, in response to the 
revised Government guidance, issued in January 2020, on the suitability of certain cladding  
solutions used on high-rise residential buildings, it was working with the owners of eight of 
its previously  developed PBSA schemes to remediate or replace cladding. The majority of 
this is high pressure laminate (HPL), which has been under more recent scrutiny and is 
covered by the revised guidance.  The Group stated it is “taking  proactive and responsible 
steps to ensure the safety of tenants, working with building owners, even though the  
buildings concerned were developed in accordance with all building regulations at the time 
of construction and no liability is accepted for the works”.     

Discussions with the property owners remain ongoing, but the Board currently expects that 
this may result in a sharing of the costs of remedial works with them.  The gross cost to the 
Group could be in the range of  £12 - 15m, over the next two years and that, as previously 
indicated, a one-off non-underlying provision for this cost is likely to  be made at the year 
end, once the outcome of the discussions has been established.  The Group aims to recover 
some of this cost from the subcontractors and consultants engaged on the   cladding 
systems at the time.  “This is likely to take an extended period of time to achieve and the 
extent of any recovery is currently uncertain”.  

Taking a proactive stance to 
replacing cladding 

Supporting students in sale & 
leaseback student properties 

Scottish Parliament now signals a 
phased return to site 
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Growth drivers: Covid catalyst for rental 

Three of the group’s divisions face long-term growth opportunities which could well be 
increased by the implications of Covid-19. BTR is likely to be the most promising, but in 
Student accommodation, we believe demand could shift from traditional ‘digs’ to the 
perceived  safer environment of PBSA, while the Group has made its first step into the 
potentially huge task of replacing ageing and obsolete halls of residence. Both trends 
should increase demand for the Accommodation management division’s services and its 
specialist and complementary skills in BTR and PBSA; meanwhile, we believe the strong 
relationships with universities and institutional investors could increase FPG’s market 
share. The prospects of this virus remaining a challenge and the possibility of others 
emerging in the future could, we suspect, increase the scope of Fresh’s services.  

Student accommodation: growth opportunities remain 

The student accommodation sector has witnessed considerable growth in construction of 
PBSA developments accompanied by a feverish level of institutional investment activity, 
both in primary development and secondary market sales of portfolios, leading to yield 
compression. Although there have been concerns that the boom may have peaked, we 
believe major opportunities exist, to address changing patterns in demand and, in an 
emerging trend, tackle the increasing obsolescence of ageing university accommodation.   

The development boom was led by strong growth in student numbers, a growing 
proportion of which were from overseas destinations, particularly China, many of whom 
have greater spending power than domestic students.  

Total new annual acceptances via the UCAS universities admission organisation grew by a 
compound 3.3% pa from 1994 until 2015, when the new numbers levelled off. The 
proportion of non-UK students more than doubled over this period, from 7.0% to 14.2%. 
Chinese students have increased by 62% since 2011/12 and now make up approximately a 
quarter of all foreign enrolment. The UK has the third highest number of foreign students 
in the world, after USA and Canada, and has the second highest number of institutions in 
the world’s top 250 educational establishments (33, with USA at 69).     

The total number of full time students reached 1.84 million in 2017/18 (+47,000 compared 
with 2016/17). In the 2018/19 entry, 23% were from outside the UK, with 297,000 non-EU 
and 125,000 EU students.  

Rumours of the PBSA peak could 
be exaggerated 

Student numbers growth driven 
by UK education’s global 
attractions 

Demand was already  growing 
but Covid could stimulate all 
three rental divisions 
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Full time undergraduates accepted (000), LHS; destination of undergraduates accepted (%), RHS 

  

Source: UCAS 

 

The rise in foreign students has been a key driver of the ‘off-campus’ PBSA market. Unlike 
domestic students, there is less of a tendency for overseas students to move into homes 
of multiple occupancy (HMO), the standard term for what used to be known as ‘digs’, after 
generally a first year in halls of residence, on campus. Their spending power is also 
relatively high, supporting the higher specification of the accommodation provided by WJ 
and its peer companies. 

There are just over 1.8 million full-time students in the UK, with c. 1.5 million seeking 
accommodation, of which 1.2 million are domestic students living away from home and 
international students studying multi-year courses. Of the total of 1.5 million, c. 640,000 
are in PBSA and 865,000 are in HMOs.  

Since 2016, new net supply has averaged just below 30,000 beds pa, according to Cushman 
& Wakefield (C&W). Its forecast of 29,522 for FY 2020 was made prior to Covid-19 and it 
has suggested the outturn might be lower (below, left). 

The largest proportion of PBSA property, 43%, is owned by universities, with 35% being 
directly let, by owners the largest of which is Unite (apart from its six sale & leaseback 
properties, WJ doesn’t own the properties it builds). Nomination agreements where the 
university agrees with a developer to nominate a minimum number of students into the 
accommodation in return for more control on rents and operational matters, account for 
15%. On-campus partnerships between universities and commercial developers make up 
the balance of 7%. 
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UK PBSA net new supply 2013-2019, LHS; PBSA ownership, 2019/20 (%), RHS 

  

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Student Accommodation Tracker 2019/20 

Investment boom driven by predictability of rental income 

Student accommodation is the most mature and liquid of all the operational property 
markets for institutional investors in the UK, according to Savills. Yields have trended down 
around 100 bps over the past decade and there has been a wave of large bulk transactions, 
peaking at £6bn involving 80,000 beds in 2015 (below, right). However, the Q4 2019 
acquisition by Unite of Liberty Living’s 24,021 bed portfolio for c.£1.4bn pushed the rolling 
four-quarter total back over £5bn. The Blackstone/iQ deal, which amounted to £4.7bn 
transacting in Q1 2020 alone.         

Yields vary according to location and tenure, with ‘prime London’ being the lowest, at 
4.00% net initial yield at the end of 2019; ‘super prime regional’, 5.00%; ‘prime regional, 
5.25% with ‘secondary regional’ at 6.00%. According to the agent’s residential research 
department, the trend in yields is still likely to be downwards for all classes except 
secondary regional, where they could now start to head backwards, supporting the 
divergence in demand, below. For instance, the spread of super prime regional over 10 
year gilts has widened from 3.25% in 2013 to 4.10% in 2019.  

 
Student accommodation yields (%), LHS; 4Q rolling investment in UK PBSA by deal type (£bn), RHS 

  

Source: Savills Research 
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The attraction for investors is the relatively secure rental income streams from what is 
essentially a ‘captive market’. Occupancy levels have typically been over 95% annually over 
the last decade, with negligible ‘churn’ during term time. There has been little volatility in 
rental growth, which averaged over 3% over the past decade, partly resulting from 
universities themselves having an influence on 65% of the stock, either through their direct 
ownership or through nomination agreements or partnerships. Of directly-let stock, we 
estimate that close to 90% is owned by 10 groups, based on Savills Research rankings. 

Short-term outlook for development clouded by Coronavirus measures 

It appears inevitable that there will be disruption to both student intake and PBSA 
development activity. Differing degrees of national lockdowns, travel restrictions, 
quarantine requirements and uncertainty over term start dates seem likely to deter first-
year a proportion of the international student intake in 2020/21. Universities are expected 
to make up the gap by recruiting additional UK students from surplus applications, which 
totalled 101,000 in 2019/20. 

Empiric Student Property said in its 6 May update that the fund is continuing to receive 
bookings for 2020/21, with 47% of rooms now reserved, compared with 54% at the same 
point last year. Demand from international students is continuing, it said, albeit at lower 
levels, but it is starting to see an increase in bookings from the UK domestic market. 

In its 22 April Coronavirus update, Unite stated it had deferred the delivery of its Middlesex 
Street, London and Old BRI, Bristol developments into 2022 in order “to conserve cash due 
to income uncertainty”. It said a decision on resumption of capex on Middlesex Street and 
Old BRI will be made once the Group has greater visibility on the 2020/21 academic year.  

Delivery of developments is also facing short-term uncertainty due to delays and increased 
construction costs, which WJ described in its interims as “modest”. We assume that 
institutional investors will take longer to commit to new developments as they reassess 
demand, rental implications, rates of construction delivery and costs. 

Longer-term prospects positive, with changing patterns of demand  

In its 5 November 2019 capital markets day (CMD), prior to the pandemic, WJ projected 
total PBSA deliveries across the industry to come down in the first part of this decade, 
reducing total new stock provided and maintaining the group’s attraction to develop into 
this sector. 

We envisage a changing mix in demand, with fewer wealthier international students 
replaced by domestic ones and this could put downward pressure on rents. However, the 
pandemic could shift the overall student accommodation market away from HMOs 
towards PBSA, which offers generally more consistent quality and building safety, 24-hour 
security, all-inclusive bills, high speed wifi, communal facilities, social events and on-site 
pastoral care. 

Growth could also be driven by the top performing universities expanding at the cost of 
under-performing institutions. This was implied by the wide-ranging 2019 Augar Review 
into the funding of further education. Among the recommendations, by businessman Philip 
Augar, the Government would have more discretion to allocate grants towards institutions 
and courses which it believes are costlier (such as science), strategically more important 
for economic prosperity or of higher quality, while cutting out the “small but significant 
minority”, according to Mr Augar, which offer poor value for money.   

Covid likely to disrupt foreign 
intake in the short-term, but this 
is being replaced by UK applicants 

‘Two-tier market’ emerging in 
education, with WJ targeting the 
top towns 
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An emerging but potentially huge opportunity is to replace the large number of increasingly 
obsolete halls of residence, mainly ‘on-campus’. WJ announced its first initiative, for 
Cranfield University (see below) at the interim results.    

The company said it envisaged wider opportunities to regenerate the UK’s ageing campus 
stock through similar university partnerships. There are c. 300,000 student beds owned by 
universities, with 50% of them built pre-1999, many of them as early as the 1950s and 60s 
and no doubt considered obsolescent. This growth area could, we suspect, mitigate any 
slowdown in  WJ’s traditional off-campus market, which has undergone considerable 
expansion over the past decade. 

First move by WJ into ‘on-campus’ replacement of obsolete stock 

 

A new initiative announced alongside the results could signal a potentially major new area 
of student accommodation activity for WJ. After the HY the Group signed its first 
transaction since the Covid outbreak, a partnership with Cranfield University to develop 
PBSA accommodation ‘on-campus’ for the first time. Previously all of WJ’s student 
developments have been sited off-campus, normally close to town centres or transport 
hubs.  

This will initially comprise 613 beds over two phases, 415 in FY 2021E and 198 in FY 2022E. 
The project will be forward-funded directly by the university and, according to the results 
presentation, will be delivered by WJ in line with the Student accommodation division’s 
target gross margin.  

In addition to the immediate revenue benefits, we presume this trend will allow WJ to forge 
closer relationships with universities and reinforce its market leadership in development 
of student accommodation. 

 

  

First step in potentially huge 
market, with potential to forge 
stronger relationships with 
universities 

Half of all university-owned 
accommodation is older than 20 
years old 
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BTR: ‘Next big thing’ to (finally) come of age? 

Build-to-rent has for most of the past decade been mooted as the ‘next big thing’ in 
property investment. All the drivers  seemed to be there for major financial institutions to 
invest in large portfolios of rental property, along the lines of several European countries, 
including Germany, in order to secure a long-term if unexciting income stream, and there 
is undoubtedly demand from consumers, either on an economic or lifestyle basis:  

▪ UK population growth and urbanisation 

▪ Lack of affordability in the home ownership market 

▪ Small scale buy-to-let investors leaving the market following punitive tax changes in the 
middle of the last decade 

▪ Lifestyle and flexibility; avoidance of property ownership cost and ‘hassle’ 

▪ Proximity to services and transport hubs in well-located developments 

▪ Institutional investor demand seeking stable, long-term income streams, with relatively 
low cyclical risk 

▪ Government initiatives under Theresa May’s administration that encouraged a broader 
range of tenures than some of her Conservative predecessors 

But, in our experience, major institutions were cautious about assuming development risks 
and most of the early running was taken up by a focus on high-spec developments in over-
supplied local markets with, arguably, misjudged rental and building cost assumptions. We 
believe some of this competition could quickly diminish. 

However, we believe WJ helped institutional investors to ‘square the circle, removing the 
risk from them as well as off-setting construction risk for itself. It was helped by its track 
record in PBSA and has built up a healthy pipeline of BTR projects.  

However, despite short-term disruption, we believe the Covid crisis could have increased 
demand for institutional grade, purpose-built rental accommodation among both 
occupants and investors. For occupants: 

▪ Owner-occupation may have become perceived to be more risky than previously, due 
to the uncertain economic outlook 

▪ This perceived economic risk on the part of lenders could lead to more constrained 
mortgage availability, including greater deposit requirements 

▪ The specific impacts of Covid-19 could change office working patterns over the long-
term. Working could become more flexible, with more time spent remotely, which WJ 
could address with more flexible work and office spaces designed into its 
developments. Also, a growing aversion to commuting could make the division’s central 
locations more attractive    

  

Huge potential demand was 
stymied by institutional 
reluctance to take on 
development risk … 

… that risk now diminished by 
forward sales model and demand 
increased on both sides post-
Covid 
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Traditional staple sources of income drying up in post-Covid world 

For investors, we believe this could mark the point where BTR starts to overtake PBSA as 
the leading investment grade residential asset, with the prospect of progressive yield 
compression, which marked the primary and secondary markets during the student 
housing ‘boom’. Coronavirus could prove the catalyst. Government yields around the world 
have been sliding and, in some cases, are now in negative territory. Company dividends 
and directly held commercial properties have been cornerstones of many income-focused 
funds, but the long-term implications of Covid-19 may force some to seek alternatives. 

Around 45 FTSE 100 and about half FTSE 250 companies suspended, cancelled or cut 
dividend payments following the announcement of the lockdown, according to 
dividenddata.co.uk. The sparsity of dividends could last for years, particularly for groups 
receiving direct or indirect government support. Shorter-term this includes companies 
furloughing staff. Longer-term, over 230 businesses are currently eligible for the Covid 
Corporate Financing Facility (CCFF), allowing them to borrow up to £58bn from the Bank of 
England by issuing short-term commercial paper. The Treasury’s 19 May update to its terms 
urged “all businesses that wish to draw from the CCFF for a term extending beyond 19 May 
2021 will be expected to … commit to showing restraint on the payment of dividends and 
other capital distributions and on senior pay during the period in which their commercial 
paper is outstanding”.  

Those companies that have committed to dividends or have reduced their pay-outs could 
use the new environment to ‘lower the bar’ in setting levels and future growth rates, we 
suspect.  

Many major institutional investors directly own commercial property for what had been 
dependable long-term income streams. In retail there was already downwards pressure on 
occupancy and rental levels, made worse through a wave of company voluntary 
agreements (CVAs) prior to Coronavirus. Since then the trend had accelerated. For 
example, major office and retail owner Land Securities revealed in its FY results to 31 March 
2020 that only 38% of retail rents due at the YE had been received and that June collections 
are likely to be worse than March. In the longer term, the group is “planning for more 
business failures, higher vacancy rates and downward pressure on rents”. It also indicated 
the trend to flexible working post-Covid may impact space requirements and rental income 
from offices, albeit to a lesser degree than in retail. 

 

Accommodation management: virtuous circle 

Accommodation management is likely to grow in line with expansion of both rental 
development tenures, we believe, and possibly exceed it as the scope and depth of services 
grows. We suspect the amount spent on soft and hard facilities management could expand 
due to increasing expectations among both students and private renters and due to the 
greater ongoing awareness of virus risk. 

But we also see opportunities for Fresh to expand market share, evolving into additional 
services for institutional investors, such as up-front development advice and highly detailed 
data analysis (page 24).  

  

BTR could overtake PBSA as the 
leading investment grade 
residential asset – as institutional 
investors seek to replace falling 
company dividend and 
commercial rental income 

Growing in line with rental 
development and evolving 
beyond mere FM 
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Low-risk, capital-light model tailored for rental 

Necessity appears to have been the mother of invention in the case of WJ’s adoption of the 
forward selling model. The Group had previously invested directly in its student 
accommodation developments, but the reduced availability of debt in the late 2000s led it 
to identify alternative methods of delivering new developments in association with its 
institutional partners. For customers of both PBSA and BTR properties, it circumvents 
institutional aversion to land, planning and development risk. Although this limits the 
degree of development profit for WJ shareholders, this is more than compensated, in our 
view, by considerably reducing risk they face if demand and asset prices fall and means 
there is far less of the group’s equity and debt tied up, thus improving returns. 

Development model minimises land risk and transfers construction risk  

The company identifies land opportunities, frequently ‘off market’, and typically secures 
them on a ‘subject to satisfactory planning’ basis, paying only a modest deposit. On receipt 
of planning the company seeks to sell its development sites, either simultaneous with its 
completion of the site purchase or shortly afterwards, to its institutional clients on a 
forward funded basis.  Through this arrangement, the client pays for the land site and 
construction work as they progress, with little build-up of working capital (see page 27). 
The Group also passes on construction risk to its sub-contractors via essentially fixed price 
‘design and build’ contracts. Therefore, WJ argues that the Group itself bears very little 
development cost.  

Competitive pressure offset by strong partnerships and high entry barriers 

The Group has built strong relationships with major institutions, initially in student 
accommodation and more recently in BTR, which operates under a very similar template. 
These relationships have helped build up significant barriers for new entrants. Another 
strong differentiator is WJ’s success in planning in both tenures – a potentially huge 
obstacle for aspiring new competitors.  

Recurrent revenues and feedback from property management  

Fresh offers what we perceive to be significant annuity style recurring income through the 
regular fees it receives under its management agreements, which are typically between 
three and seven years in duration. The Fresh Property division also acts as what we would 
describe as the ‘eyes and ears’ of WJ, daily assessing occupants’ and clients’ needs and 
responses and feeding them back into design and development considerations in future 
developments. We also see it as important for reinforcing the ‘brand’, which can be 
extended to attract former students into private rental, expanding demand for WJ’s BTR 
developments, in what we have described as a ‘virtuous circle’ (see page 26).   

Capital-light due to forward-funding 

The Group is consistently cash-positive, with only modest working capital requirements in 
either of the two development divisions and in Accommodation management. Capital is 
tightly deployed within Residential, the relatively traditional housebuilding division. 

As a result, ROCE has been consistently high. On a pre-IFRS 16 basis – eliminating ‘right of 
use assets’ and associated lease liabilities, mainly based on the six historic sale & leaseback 
properties – this averaged 59.1% over 2016 – 18; for 2019 it was 60.8% pre- and a still 
strong 36.0% post IFRS 16. (Based on adjusted operating profit and average YE CE (net 
assets + IFRS 16 net debt, see page 33.) 

Win-win model for WJ 
shareholders and institutional 
customers: reducing risks on both 
sides and improving returns 

Land is not paid for until planning 
is assumed, and then by the 
client; construction risk 
transferred to supply chaomg 

 

Unique model and strong market 
knowledge and presence present 
significant barriers to entry of 
new competitors 

‘Annuity’ type income from fees 
and valuable insight into 
occupants’ and clients’ needs 

Returns boosted by limited capital 
tie-up 
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Seasonality of student development requires cash balance 

Although we have argued that the model is capital light, the highly seasonal nature of 
student development around the academic year requires a level of cash facilities intra-year. 
The Group goes through a ‘hockey stick’ cash profile during the year (below), with land 
acquisition and planning costs, overheads, tax and dividend payments utilising cash during 
the year, with the cash balance then increased by final payments received on the 
completion of PBSA developments generally towards the financial YE, September.  

It estimates that the maximum cash facility required is c. £100m, but that the growth 
strategy is likely to push this up to c. £150m. The Group has argued that BTR should help 
smooth the cash profile, since developments are not tied into academic years, but this will 
not have a significant overall impact, we believe, until the two forms of tenure are closer 
together in scale. 

Monthly cash profile (£m)  

 

Source: Company information  

Dividend policy could be revisited if cash profile changes. 

The dividend was temporarily suspended in response to Covid-19 but the aim had 
previously been to grow payouts in line with earnings growth, maintaining a c. 2x cover. 
However, the Group suggested at the CMD that a differing intra-year cash profile and 
strategy “may lead to free cash and enable a further review of the dividend policy”. 

Standalone fund ruled out for now 

Over the past couple of years the company has openly discussed establishing a special 
purpose vehicle (SPV) alongside external investors, which we believe could include a 
publicly listed real estate investment trust (REIT) structure. This would allow it to gain 
exposure to rental income, which it currently passes on to forward-funding institutions, 
while maintaining a light balance sheet. However, despite talks with possible participants, 
this appears to have moved down the agenda. The Group has indicated that, given the large 
appetite for its tried and tested forward funding model, it can maximise returns without 
the indirect ownership of the completed assets.   
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Watkin Jones explored 

Watkin Jones dates back to 1791 (see page 37), originally as a joinery manufacturing 
company in North Wales and expanded as a regional construction group and housebuilder 
in the North West then as a national developer, including PBSA, in which it invested its own 
capital. After the global financial crisis, it changed to delivering developments through a 
forward sale model, which it has applied to BTR since 2017. In 2016 it entered 
accommodation management, now under the Fresh Property Group (FPG) brand. It also 
has a relatively traditional housebuilding business, centred on the North West. The Group 
was admitted to AIM in 2016. 

The Group consists of three residential rental divisions and one residential for sale division. 
Of the rental divisions, two are developers, for PBSA and BTR, employing a similar forward-
selling model, while Fresh subsequently manages accommodation on behalf of WJ’s clients 
and for third-party owners. We see considerable developmental synergies in this 
integrated model (page Intra-group synergies: a ‘virtuous circle’26). Residential is to a great 
degree ‘standalone’ but offers the rest of the Group insights into the broader residential 
market and assists with the specification, delivery and selling of the residential elements 
of ‘mixed-use’ urban regeneration schemes such as Stratford. 

Watkin Jones residential model 

 

Source: Company information, Progressive Equity Research 

 
Revenue and gross profit per division, FY 2019 

  

Source: Company information 
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Student accommodation: focused on margin, not volume 

 
Student accommodation: beds delivered (number), LHS; revenue (£m) and gross margin (%), RHS 

  
 

Source: Company information 

Watkin Jones is the UK’s largest developer of PBSA units, by beds delivered in 2019 and has 
delivered almost 50,000 beds in 135 developments since 1999. It has possibly the broadest 
geographic coverage, serving universities in all four UK home nations. The group focuses 
on top universities. The division’s volumes have declined from a high of 3,819 beds 
delivered in 2016 to a scheduled 2,609 in the current financial year as part of its strategy 
to focus on gross margins, which have reached 24.1% in H1 2020. 

Developments: focus on top university towns 

Just over three-quarters of the Group’s PBSA completed developments are in the Top 50 
university towns, as defined by Times Higher Education. The average scheme consists of 
350 bedrooms, 79% of them in ‘clusters’ of typically six-to-eight study-bedrooms around a 
central kitchen/communal area (below). The remaining 21% consist of ‘studio’ apartments. 
100% of bedrooms in current developments have en-suite facilities. 

 
Typical ‘cluster’: communal kitchen/living area, LHS; study bedroom, RHS 

 

 
 

Source: Capital Markets Day presentation, November 2019  
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Investors: focused on blue chip, mainly repeat clients 

Since 2012 WJ has delivered over 70 PBSA developments, mainly on a forward-funded 
basis, to 24 clients, of which 16 have become repeat investors, including L&G, Brookfield, 
DWS, AIG and M&G. 

Land, planning and construction: strong record and prepared for disruption   

For most PBSA developments, the total development process takes around 36 months, 
with 12 for land procurement and planning and 24 months for construction. Handover is 
scheduled well ahead of student occupation in the autumn. The approach has been honed 
to suit its PBSA development model (a template that has transferred seamlessly to BTR) 
and is now replicated for all student accommodation developments.  

Most sites are ‘brownfield’ – previously developed – generally with a small average 
‘footprint’ of  0.5 to 1 acre. 78% of sites are within a 10-minute walk to the university.  

The division’s strong presence in its target towns and demonstrated success in achieving 
planning permission has meant it has sourced c. 80% of sites ‘off-market’, avoiding a degree 
of competitive pricing pressure. The majority are procured with planning or subject to 
planning. Sites are now increasingly accessed on a mixed-use basis for both PBSA and BTR. 

Planning remains a key barrier to entry for both PBSA and BTR and a ‘USP’ for Watkin Jones. 
The company has worked with 33 different local authorities throughout the UK and has a 
near 100% success rate in securing development consents. 

A key feature in the design of interiors in particular is that materials and components are 
chosen for their resilience and ‘life cycle’ cost to the client rather than the lowest up front 
cost. For example, relatively expensive kitchen work tops are specified for their durability 
rather than the cheapest laminated varieties, which may have to be replaced quickly. 
Another example is using laminate flooring rather than cheaper, but less resilient carpets. 

All construction contracts are awarded on a fixed-price ‘design & build’ basis. (In D&B 
contracts the main contractor is appointed to design and construct the works, as opposed 
to a traditional contract, where the client appoints consultants to design the development 
and then a contractor is appointed to build it.) WJ overall project manages construction 
activity through consultants and trade packages and supply chain. All provide fixed price 
services with performance guarantees and warranties. 

WJ has built up a well established network of D&B contractors and suppliers. It is arguable 
that its preparations for a potentially disruptive Brexit ahead of the General Election 
prepared it well for the current dislocation. It engaged actively with key construction 
partners, prepared a detailed risk analysis of direct and indirect supply and dedicated 
procurement teams were set up to provide constant monitoring of critical item stock levels 
to assure unbroken delivery. 

Competition: experience, skills and relationships present high entry barriers 

Competition in the sector is limited, with the closest peer being Unite. However, Unite’s 
model is to own the assets, either directly or via its two funds, while WJ develops the units 
for institutional investors on a forward funded basis. We believe there are high and 
increasing barriers to entry. These include: 

▪ Relationships with top universities. WJ has focused on close relationships with the top 
educational establishments, which we believe could be further strengthened through 

A well-honed and standardised 
model, suited for forward funding 
model 

Track record demonstrated in the 
number of repeat investors, 
which have followed on to BTR 

Construction supply chains were 
tested for disruption ahead in 
response to Brexit uncertainty  

Market entrants face significant 
barrier to entry 
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‘on-campus’ partnerships, such as with Cranfield University. Universities, as well as 
clients, are likely to adopt a cautious attitude towards unproven market entrants. 

▪ Specialist skills. For land owners and funders, the continued success in achieving 
planning permission is particularly important in choosing which developers to engage 
with, as are specialist design and construction abilities, which in WJ’s case have been 
honed over years to deliver projects on time and suited to the particular patterns of 
student life.  

▪ Track record. Until the unprecedented events of Covid-19 WJ had never delivered a 
development late – an absolutely key requirement for its clients, which need the 
buildings to be ready for occupation ahead of the start of the academic year each 
autumn. Particularly for aspiring competitors, potentially heavy penalty charges can 
result from late delivery and, with it, a permanent loss of reputation.  

▪ Well-established supply chains. This is part and parcel of the track record; identifying 
supply chains in a specialist marketplace could be difficult and risky for entrants. WJ 
identified its “good payment track record” in its Brexit preparations.  

▪ Relationships with investors. As detailed above, the majority of institutions that WJ has 
worked with have become repeat clients. The forward-selling model, we believe, 
‘squared the circle’ of institutions wanting to avoid development risk; also vitally 
important for institutions is the record of consistently delivering projects on time.     

▪ Property management. The ongoing engagement with clients, universities and 
students via Fresh is a decisive ‘USP’, in our view. It assures clients that WJ is ‘in it for 
the long-term’ rather than delivering buildings on a one-off basis; it feeds back usage 
insights to the design process, while identifying potential efficiencies; and builds a 
brand awareness that new entrants may struggle to establish.   

PBSA developer ranking (by beds delivered in 2019)  

 

Source: Capital Markets Day presentation, November 2019   
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Build-to-rent: similar development template in growth market 

 
BTR: development pipeline, LHS; revenue (£m) and gross margin (%), RHS 

 
 

 

Source: Company information. Note, FY 2017 and 2018 gross margins excluded as they were unrepresentatively high 

Construction is underway at the Group’s five, forward-sold, BTR developments at 
Bournemouth, Reading, Wembley, Sutton and Sheffield. Although at a much earlier stage 
in its evolution, BTR uses a very similar forward-funding and development template to 
PBSA and addresses a similar group of institutional investors. 

The land procurement, planning and construction processes are similar to PBSA. Like PBSA, 
the sites also have small footprints, are generally on brownfield land and usually situated 
close to commercial areas, with 75% within a 10-minute walk of transport hubs. They are 
also in multi-storey buildings and the average BTR scheme has c. 250 apartments, but the 
product differs. They are self-contained: 44% one-bed, 32% two-bed and 24% three-bed. 
The division follows space standards for various local authorities.   

A key feature with WJ’s approach is that it is targeted at the ‘mid-market’, with rents at 
less than 35% of local household income (which is also the target set in the Mayor’s Draft 
London Plan) and sites are located where there are at least 100,000 professional workers 
within their catchment areas. 

BTR developments: Sutton Court Road, Sutton (left); typical interior (right) 

 

Source: Capital Markets Day presentation 
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Competition: more congested market, but perhaps not for long 

Competition is more widespread (see below) than in the case of PBSA, where there are 
specific skills required and a relatively homogenous group of educational institutions. 
However, we see a number of similar barriers to entry, such as relationships with land 
vendors, planning authorities and investment institutions. We also suspect there could be 
a diminishment of competition: a number of companies in the early waves of BTR focused 
on ‘high end’ city centre apartment blocks with high amenities, such as health clubs, 
swimming pools and bars. We believe the demand for these may be limited and that 
anticipated rental levels have been unrealistic and build costs often higher than budgeted.  

By contrast, WJ’s product is targeted at more affordable rental levels and its fixed-price 
construction model reduces the risk for institutional investors. As with PBSA, the in-house  
accommodation management service provides a more robust overall model, in our view. 
On this basis, we could foresee WJ emerging in a position of strength from a significant 
shake-out of the sector.  

BTR Developer Ranking in 2019 (units in build)   

 

Source: Capital Markets Day presentation – Knight Frank, Savills, Cushman & Wakefield 
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Accommodation management: synergistic growth 

 
Accommodation management: PBSA beds, BTR units managed (number), LHS; revenue (£m) and gross margin (%), RHS 

  
 

Source: Company information  

FPG’s number of PBSA beds and BTR apartments under management has grown by 23% 
CAGR over the past 10 years, to 17,721 in 64 schemes across the UK and Dublin, supporting 
both WJ’s own output to institutional investors that do not have their own operating 
platforms, as well as non-WJ developed buildings. It is now the largest third-party operator 
of PBSA, according to the CBRE Operator League Table. In 2019/20 44% of units under 
management are third-party built. Total assets under management are c. £1.7bn. 

Further growth is supported by the division’s pipeline. FPG is currently appointed to 
manage 20,500 PBSA beds and BTR apartments by FY 2023E, comprising new 
developments and contract renewals the Group expects.  

Professional accommodation management, we believe, promotes a good customer 
‘experience’ which in turn supports high occupancy, low churn and rental growth – one of 
a number of examples of ‘virtuous circles’ in WJ’s model.  

Two brands, providing hard and soft FM and development insights 

FPG has two brands: Fresh Student Living (FSL) for PBSA, and Five Nine Living for BTR 
clients. Both provide ‘hard’ (maintaining building fabric and services) and ‘soft’ (student 
and client interaction) facilities management. These include: 

▪ Planned and preventative maintenance. Making sure the building is in a compliant, 
safe and serviceable condition. 

▪ Tenancy management. Taking bookings, managing deposits, collection of rent, online 
check in, inventory and maintenance reporting. 

▪ Operational and financial reporting. Monthly operating and financial performance 
reports against KPIs such as lettings, operating income and expenditure, arrears, health 
& safety and monthly scheduled updates from Heads of Operations. 

▪ Customer service and resident engagement. Including concierge services and on-site 
teams that devise calendars of events, such as film nights and parties to optimise the   
experience of students and tenants and drive loyalty. 
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▪ Resident welfare. Working alongside FSL’s charity partner, Young Minds, to provide 
support to residents on all aspects of mental health. 

▪ Health & Safety and security. Ensuring buildings provide a safe and healthy 
environment for residents, staff and visitors. We see this as increasingly important 
given the outbreak of Covid-19 and potential for future epidemics. We believe security 
is an increasingly important differentiator between PBSA and BTR and HMOs or 
occupancy in buy-to-let (BTL) properties owned by individual investors. 

▪ Recruitment and retention of staff. HR and training teams will find, train and support 
the staff to manage service delivery.  

As well as providing an additional and growing income stream, the services to institutions 
provided by Fresh can bolster relationships with them and also provide invaluable insight 
into both tenant and clients’ requirements, which is taken into account in evolving the 
design and specification for future developments.  

Fresh, for instance, provides a direct interface with potential building clients ahead of 
development, providing guidance during the design phase of the project to ensure the right 
scheme is created for both residents and the investor.  

Contracts are typically three to seven years in duration. Revenue is recognised in line with 
management fees over the contracts in the period to which they relate. All operating costs 
for the properties which Fresh manages are borne by the client, including the cost of the 
staff employed at each building. Fresh receives a fee for the management services it 
provides, as well as consultancy and mobilisation fees during the development phase of 
the scheme. Margins have been very stable over the past four years, at just over 61%.  

 

Residential: traditional housebuilder, moving into mixed-use  

 
Residential: Unit completions, LHS; revenue (£m) and gross margin (%), RHS 

  
 

Source: Company information 

The group has for many years operated a modestly sized but profitable housebuilding 
business centred on the North West, but now with developments in Bath and Stratford, 
London. It builds a mixture of traditional mid-priced family homes and apartments, with 
average selling prices of c. £240,000 for its North West developments. Normally run on a 
relative standalone basis, WJ is now using it as part of its mixed-use offering. 
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The division completed 150 homes sales in FY 2019. This included sales in the core North 
West market, together with 42 apartment sales at developments in Stratford and Bath, 
which are both scheduled to make a further contribution to revenues in FY 2020E. In H1 
2020 it completed 38 units, down from 53 in H1 2019 and in line with its targets. 

In the past five years, the division’s margins have been depressed by a series of nil margin 
sales from two legacy sites in Droylsden, Manchester, and Chester, acquired near the 
height of the northern city-centred property boom, which peaked in 2008. The sales, 
however, have reduced from £10.2m in FY 2018 to £3.5m in FY 2019. Excluding the nil 
margin sales at Droylsden, the gross margin was 22.3%, against 22.2% in the previous year, 
compared with the reported level of 20.3% and 14.6% respectively.  

The division appears now to be widening its range of development approaches. In addition 
to the mixed-use involvement, in FY 2019 it forward sold a 35-unit development in Chester, 
completed in H1 2020. In FY 2019 the division was engaged by a client to develop 75 
residential apartments at Marshgate, Stratford, for delivery in FY21, under a development 
agreement. This will make a “meaningful” contribution to the revenues for the residential 
business over the following two years, according to the Group. 

Intra-group synergies: a ‘virtuous circle’ 

We see the ‘whole’ of the three rental-focused businesses as being ‘greater than the sum 
of the parts’. We have attempted to illustrate in the schematic, below: growing end 
markets and demand from investors (1); the Group’s forward-selling model addressing 
institutional aversion to traditional development risk (2);  the well-honed procurement and 
development template reinforcing relationships with clients (3) and migrating from PBSA 
to BTR; and the Fresh operation benefiting from clients’ and third parties’ expanding 
portfolios, reinforcing the ‘brand’ and feeding invaluable feedback back into the 
development process (4). The Fresh brand could also help in converting ex-students into 
BTR tenants, continuing the virtuous circle.  

A virtuous circle 

 

Source: Progressive Equity Research 
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Finances 

The group withdrew financial guidance in its 1 April Covid-19 update and we, therefore, 
are not publishing forecasts for the time being. Suffice to say, however, our view is of 
delayed growth rather than a reversal. Below we discuss the drivers of revenue, margin 
and cashflow in the four divisions. 

Revenue and profit drivers 

Student accommodation and BTR 

For both PBSA and the less established BTR pipeline revenue and profits are generated in 
a similar phased profile on each individual development. The example provided at the 
November 2019 Capital Markets Day, below, shows a typical profile for a 30-month PBSA 
planning and construction programme. A significant proportion of the total building value 
is in the land sale; cash payments from the client closely track build costs, and recognised 
revenue closely tracks cash receipts, with the exception of a final payment of typically 10% 
of the build value due on completion, so there is very little build-up of working capital. The 
forward funding agreement and contractual agreement with supply chains largely de-risk 
each project. The target gross margin is assumed in the cost to the client; fixed price ‘design 
and build’ subcontracts are simultaneously agreed before the agreement is finalised. 

Example – model PBSA scheme, 500 beds 

▪ Total capital value - £50.0m 

▪ Land value: £15.0 m 

▪ Build value: £35.0 m 

▪ Final success payment: £3.5 m 

▪ Gross margin 20% - £10.0 m 

▪ Planning period – 6 months 

▪ Build period – 24 months 

In the first six months the company assumes modest cash costs to pay the deposit for the 
land and process the planning application.  

When this is granted, in month seven, WJ forward sells the land to the client for £15m, 
including the deposit and the sunk planning costs, typically £250,000 - 500,000. 

After construction starts monthly cash receipts closely follow build costs as the 
development progresses, until month 30, when the final success payment of £3.5m is 
received. Revenue and gross profit are recognised over the build period in line with the 
cost of works completed to date, based on the forecast gross margin of 20%. Eventually, 
by completion, £10m gross profit and net cash will have been realised. 

PBSA: standard approach to 
development, with very little 
working capital requirement  
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Example PBSA scheme financial profile 

 

Source: Company information 

A very similar profile is applied to BTR projects, and displayed in the slides at the CMD, 
albeit with a slightly lower current gross margin of 15%, due to lower occupation density 
of the product and, therefore, the lower rent per square foot the completed asset 
generates relative to PBSA. The product is also more highly specified than PBSA and 
therefore attracts a higher cost per square foot to build.  

Given the less mature stage of BTR relative to PBSA, the phasing of new projects is likely to 
be more ‘lumpy’. Below is our understanding of the project pipeline ahead of the lockdown.  

Indicative construction durations of BTR pipeline 

 

Source: Company information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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Potential impact on forecasting assumptions - development 

In terms of forecasting, the company indicated in the results meeting that the Covid-19 
pandemic had resulted in uncertainty in the timing of the forward sale of both PBSA and 
BTR projects, hence it has continued to withhold financial guidance until greater clarity 
emerges. It is our assumption some of the projects could ‘move to the right’ and that short- 
to mid-term revenue growth could be more gradual than previous market estimates. 

There was also the indication that there would be a “modest increase” in costs to complete 
the committed development programme during the Covid-19 disruption. This appears to 
include a possible one-off penalty indicated for a single delayed PBSA project as well as 
costs due to alternative working methods to comply with social distancing measures.  

On the future pipeline, there is a possibility that investment yields may move out to a 
modest degree, the effects of which should be partially offset by lower land prices paid to 
owners. We assume that any lower revenue growth in the short- to mid-term may result in 
lower overhead recovery and a slightly depressed operating margin, partly mitigated by 
tight control of overhead costs and discretionary expenditure.  

Accommodation management 

Contracts are typically three to seven years in duration. Revenues are, as a result, very 
predictable and are recognised in line with management fee levels over the duration of 
contracts in the period to which they relate. We assume that possibly some of the growth 
from new projects previously assumed by the market may assume a shallower upwards 
profile.   

However, we could envisage a broader scope of service being required post-Covid, not least 
in terms of cleaning, welfare etc. The current pandemic also represents an opportunity for 
Fresh due to its market leading position, in our view. Margins have been very stable over 
the past four years, at just over 61%. 

Residential 

This is the only division where there is a significant build-up of work-in-progress, since 
revenue is only recognised when sales of homes are completed. However, capital is tightly 
deployed in this division.  

Revenues can be lumpy depending on timings of site releases. Profit is the sales price less 
land and development costs. Like any housebuilder, profits can be higher than the target 
margin, if sales prices rise faster than build costs in the period, sometimes years, following 
the purchase of the land – and vice-versa.  

Rental income 

Under the Group’s forward sale model, all PBSA and BTR developments are sold to 
institutions. Rental income is only receivable on the six sale & leaseback PBSA properties 
and on three historical smaller operational BTR assets. Rental income is credited to the P&L 
on a straight-line basis. 

Project timings could ‘move to 
the right’ 
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Overheads 

Overheads have grown steadily with the size of the business and are likely to continue to 
grow further, on a roughly straight-line basis, we presume. Given the size and distinct 
model of the Fresh business, its overhead is disclosed separately. 

Interest and JVs 

Given the net cash position, finance charges have been very low until the adoption of IFRS 
16, with these now reflecting the lease liabilities on the sale & leaseback properties (page 
6). The JV line relates mainly to three developments in Belfast. 

Tax 

The underlying rate in FY 2018 and 2019 was c. 18.5%, close to the UK standard rate of 19% 
and there is very little in deferred tax assets or liabilities, though the IFRS 16 accounting 
has created a deferred tax asset of c. £3m. There are no minority interests. 

Divisional performance, 2015 – 19 

Year-end September (£m) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Revenue      
Student accommodation  228.2   237.2   256.1   312.7   246.1  

Change (%)  3.9% 8.0% 22.1% -21.3% 

Build-to-rent   -      -     1.2   3.8   73.6  

Change (%)    209.5% 1857% 

Residential   15.9   26.3   18.1   30.0   38.1  

Change (%)  65.3% -31.3% 65.8% 27.0% 

Accommodation management    -     2.8   6.1   7.3   7.5  

Change (%)   116.6% 19.2% 2.2% 

Corporate  0.2   0.7   20.4   9.3   9.5  

Group revenue  244.2   267.0   301.9   363.1   374.8  

Change (%)  9.3% 13.1% 20.3% 3.2% 

      
Gross profit      
Student accommodation  41.5   48.6   56.6   60.7   51.6  

Margin (%) 18.2% 20.5% 22.1% 19.4% 21.0% 

Build-to-rent   -      -     0.7   1.0   13.2  

Margin (%)   56.3% 27.1% 18.0% 

Residential   2.7   3.0   3.0   4.4   7.7  

Margin (%) 16.6% 11.5% 16.7% 14.6% 20.3% 

Accommodation management    -     1.7   3.8   4.5   4.6  

Margin (%)  58.9% 61.9% 61.8% 61.5% 

Corporate  (0.1)  0.5   (0.5)  1.8   (0.3) 

Gross profit  44.0   53.8   63.5   72.4   76.8  

Margin (%) 18.0% 20.2% 21.0% 20.0% 20.5% 

Asset Management admin   -     (1.4)  (1.7)  (3.2)  (3.2) 

Group admin  (11.6)  (14.6)  (19.1)  (19.6)  (21.3) 

EBIT, group only  32.5   37.9   42.7   49.6   52.3  

Share in op profit of JVs  1.2   3.0   1.4   1.1   0.3  

Total operating profit  33.6   40.9   44.1   50.8   52.6  
 

Source: Company information 
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P&L and per share data, 2015 - 19 

Year-end September (£m) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Group revenue  244.2   267.0   301.9   363.1   374.8  

COGS  (200.2)  (213.2)  (238.4)  (290.6)  (295.5) 

Gross profit  44.0   53.8   63.5   72.4   79.3  

Operating expenses  (11.6)  (15.9)  (20.8)  (22.8)  (24.4) 

Group operating profit  32.5   37.9   42.7   49.6   54.9  

Share of JVs  1.2   3.0   1.4   1.1   0.3  

Op. profit inc associates  33.6   40.9   44.1   50.8   55.2  

Exceptionals   -     (26.6)   -     4.3   (2.6) 

Interest  (0.7)  (1.0)  (0.9)  (0.7)  (4.9) 

PBT, reported  32.9   13.3   43.3   54.3   47.7  

Underlying tax  (6.3)  (8.2)  (7.5)  (9.3)  (9.3) 

Underlying tax rate (%)  17.4   20.4   17.3   18.6   18.5  

Tax on exceptionals   -      -      -     (0.8)  0.3  

Reported tax  (6.3)  (8.2)  (7.5)  (10.1)  (9.1) 

Net attrib. profit  22.2   4.2   35.8   44.2   38.6  

      

PBT, pre-exceptionals 
        

36.1  
        

40.2  
        

43.3  
        

50.1  
        

50.2  

Period end shares (million)   255.3   255.3   255.3   255.3  

Wtd. ave. shares (million)   134.7   255.3   255.3   255.4  

Diluted shares (million)   134.7   255.3   255.4   256.0  

EPS, basic (p)   3.1   14.0   17.3   15.1  

EPS, pre-exc. (p)   23.7   14.0   16.0   16.0  

EPS, dil., pre-exc. (p)   23.7   14.0   16.0   16.0  

EPS, dil. (p)   3.1   14.0   17.3   15.1  

DPS - declared (p)   4.00   6.60   7.60   8.35  

NAV (p)   40.2   49.4   59.9   63.3  

Dividend cover (x)   5.9   2.1   2.1   1.9  

EBITDA  36.1   38.6   43.8   50.9   64.8  

FCFPS (p)   13.2   7.4   21.2   9.3  

TNAV (p)   34.2   43.6   54.3   57.9  
 

Source: Company information 

Cashflow and balance sheet drivers 

▪ Cash requirement. Since the IPO, WJ has kept a pre-IFRS 16 YE net cash balance of £30 
- 80m, likely to rise to c. £150m due to the seasonality of development work (page 17).   

▪ Working capital. The PBSA and BTR divisions recognise revenue closely in line with 
construction costs, with a modest timing difference until the final payment, hence there 
is little build-up of working capital. In Accommodation management fees and costs are 
also closely aligned. The £134m of inventory and WIP at YE 2019 (£56m development 
land, £78m stock & WIP) was split fairly equally between PBSA, BTR and Residential.   

▪ Capex. This is very modest, given the capital-light nature of the model. 

▪ Pensions. The Group operates a defined contribution plan, for which it pays 
contributions to privately administered pension plans on a contractual basis. The 
contributions are recognised as an employee benefit expense as they fall due. There is 
no defined benefit scheme or pension deficit.  
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Cash flow and balance sheet, 2015 - 19 

Year-end September (£m) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Adjusted cash flow statement      

Group op. profit, inc exc  32.5   37.9   42.7   49.6   54.9  

Depreciation  0.5   0.3   0.5   0.7   9.3  

Intangible amortisation  3.2   0.3   0.6   0.6   0.6  

Other, non-cash   (5.2)  (27.8)  0.5   4.3   0.5  

Changes in working capital  1.1   13.7   (18.9)  11.4   (26.3) 

Operating cash flow  32.0   24.5   25.4   66.6   38.9  

Dividends from associates      
Capex (maintenance)  0.0   2.6   (0.3)  (0.3)  (0.3) 

Interest, net  (0.8)  (1.2)  (1.0)  (1.0)  (5.1) 

Tax  (2.8)  (8.2)  (5.1)  (11.1)  (9.8) 

Free cashflow  28.5   17.7   19.0   54.1   23.8  

Acquisitions  1.0   (11.3)  5.6   3.0   0.2  

Dividends - paid   -     (13.4)  (12.4)  (17.5)  (20.1) 

Other financing  3.9   (5.1)  6.0   1.7   5.1  

Change in cash and equivalents  33.3   (12.0)  18.1   41.3   9.0  

      
Summary balance sheet      
Intangible fixed assets   -     15.5   15.0   14.4   13.8  

Tangible fixed assets  4.8   1.9   4.9   4.8   136.3  

Investments  9.9   8.8   4.8   4.0   7.6  

Working capital  71   54   73   61   88  

Provisions, others   (11.3)  (9.4)  (12.3)  (10.9)  (11.6) 

Retirement benefit liabilities   -      -      -      -      -    

Net cash/(debt)  39.1   32.2   41.0   80.2   (72.2) 

Net assets  113.1   102.7   126.2   153.0   161.7  
 

Source: Company information 
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Key performance indicators, 2015 – 19 

Year-end September (£m) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Growth in turnover (%)  7.4   9.3   13.1   20.3   3.2  

Growth in operating profit (%)  116.1   21.5   8.0   15.0   8.7  

Growth in net attrib. profit (%)  128.7   (81.0)  751.0   23.5   (12.7) 

Growth in EPS (%)    (40.9)  13.7   0.2  

Growth in DPS (%)    65.0   15.2   9.9  

Growth in NAVPS (%)    22.9   21.2   5.6  

Gross margin (%)  18.0   20.2   21.0   20.0   21.2  

Operating margin (%)  13.8   15.3   14.6   14.0   14.7  

Net margin (%)  9.1   1.6   11.9   12.2   10.3  

EBITDA margin (%)  14.8   14.4   14.5   14.0   17.3  

ROCE (%)1  43.4   56.6   56.7   64.2   36.0  

ROE (%)  21.8   3.9   31.3   31.7   24.5  

Gearing (%)  (34.6)  (31.4)  (32.5)  (52.4)  44.7  

Interest cover (x)  47.0   39.7   51.6   72.8   11.2  

Dividend cover (x)   5.9   2.1   2.1   1.9  

Current ratio  2.3   1.7   2.3   2.4   2.8  

Net debt/EBITDA (x), post-IFRS 16  (1.1)  (0.8)  (0.9)  (1.6)  1.1  

Net debt/EBITDA (x), pre-IFRS 16       

Trade debtors  20.6   16.4   36.3   18.2   14.4  

Trade creditors   69.7   90.8   88.7   99.1   86.6  

Debtor days  30.7   22.5   43.9   18.3   14.1  

Creditor days  127.1   155.4   135.8   124.5   106.9  

Average employees   468   680   731   826  

Employment costs   38.2   23.2   23.9   27.9  

Average employee cost (£000)   81.6   34.2   32.6   33.7  

Employment cost inflation (%)    (58.1)  (4.5)  3.3  

Sales per employee (£000)   570.5   444.0   496.7   453.7  

Op. profit per employee (£000)   87.3   64.9   69.4   66.8  

Interim dividend - declared (p)   1.33   2.20   2.47   2.75  

Final dividend - declared (p)   2.67   4.40   5.13   5.60  

H1/FY split (%)  33.3 33.3 32.5  32.9  
 

Source: Company information 1 Pre-tax, based on ave YE CE (net assets + IFRS 16 net debt) 
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Risks and responses 

As we have detailed, development risk and balance sheet risk have been minimised by the 
group’s forward funding model. This is a selection of other main risks that property groups 
in general face and our perception of Watkin Jones’s stance in mitigating them. 

Demand risk 

Student accommodation demand falling because foreign student uptake in particular falls;  
BTR volumes not living up to expectations 

Peers have indicated that there is continued uptake from foreign students albeit at 
lower levels, however, this has been mitigated by an increase in domestic students 
(page 12). Longer-term, we believe the UK will retain its strong global presence in 
education, with the Government targeting growth in international student numbers 
and putting in place measures to support them. We also believe there could be 
greater demand from the domestic market for the greater security, health and 
lifestyle attractions of PBSA over HMOs. In the medium- to longer-term, domestic 
student numbers are set to increase, we believe, due to the demographic upturn in 
the number of 18-year olds.  

In BTR, WJ has targeted sites with at least 100,000 professional employees within 
each catchment area and rent projections set at no more than 35% of local income 
(page 22).  

Increased competition 

New competitors could come into the PBSA and BTR development divisions’ and FPG’s 
markets. 

There are already high barriers to entry in PBSA (page 20) and, thus, a small and, in 
our view, stable group of peers. Competition is higher in BTR, but we speculate that 
there could be fall-out due to early entrants choosing the wrong product in the 
wrong location at the wrong price; WJ’s USP is its strong investor backing, which 
could also open opportunities for Fresh. 

Housebuilding 

Housebuilding is widely perceived to be a cyclical sector and there is risk of writedowns to 
land and work in progress if house prices fall below accounting policy thresholds. 

A justifiable concern, looking to the past: selling units at nil margin on ‘legacy’ sites 
(page 25) have been a drag on divisional margins since at least 2015. But the 
division’s capital is deployed tightly and there appear to be initiatives to at least 
partially de-risk it, such as forward-selling and its recent involvement in the Group’s 
mixed-use initiatives.  

Client and supply chain risk 

Clients facing liquidity problems, reneging on contracts or adopting a litigious stance; key 
suppliers going insolvent.  
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These are general risks in property. However, on the clients side WJ has forged 
relationships with long-established ‘Blue chip’ institutional clients, with a strong 
track knowledge of and record in property investment – which usually suggests a 
non-adversarial stance. Institutional funds required for forward-sold developments 
are often ring-fenced. WJ has well-established partnerships with its supply chain 
and, for instance, continued to pay them promptly during the Brexit uncertainty. 

Construction delays 

Delays in the delivery of PBSA schemes can trigger significant penalty payments if students 
cannot occupy them at the start of the academic year. 

Prior to the Covid-19 outbreak, WJ had not failed to complete a PBSA development 
ahead of the start of the academic year. However, due to Covid-19 disruption, one 
project for FY 2020E delivery is likely not to be completed until Q4 calendar 2020. WJ 
says it is working effectively with the client to mitigate against the impact of this, 
including a possible phased handover of two or the three blocks by September 2020. 
Hitherto, the development divisions’ success has been built on its tightly controlled 
construction model and, in our view, the risks have deterred potential new entrants 
to the market.  

Investor appetite 

Institutional investors could move from residential to alternative asset classes. 

The relatively low risk and income profile of WJ’s rental model is, if anything, more 
in demand with income investors as company dividends and retail rents have 
plunged. The Group’s smooth migration to BTR shows it has the ability to adapt to 
investors’ evolving appetites. 

Macro-economic risk 

The UK and world economies face huge uncertainties, and outcomes could reduce 
students’ and potential renter’ spending power. 

An undoubted risk. But reduced incomes and an uncertain outlook could increase 
consumer demand for rental properties, albeit with potential downward pressure on 
rents. Were the latter to happen it would be more likely to depress returns for 
institutional owners of BTR properties; for new developments, this would probably 
be reflected in lower land prices, preserving returns on future developments.       

Political risk 

There have been threats from the previous Labour leadership and the London Mayor, Sadiq 
Khan to impose rental and operational controls on landlords. 

This has been threatened on a perennial basis, for decades. There have already been 
tighter tax and regulatory controls and these have been driving individual private 
landlords out of the market for the past three years or so. Government and 
opposition policies, however, do appear to differentiate between these and 
institutional grade BTR. If rent caps were imposed, our impression is that they would 
be at higher levels than WJ’s ‘mid market’ product, at no more than 35% of local 
average household income. In any case, we are sure there would be an CPI/RPI 
clause, which could be seen by institutions as compelling inflation hedge.  
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Appendices 

Board and management  

Independent non-executive chairman: Grenville Turner 

Current roles: Non-exec Chairman of Oasis Document Storage, FSP 
Limited and Heylo Housing Group and Vice Chairman of English National 
Ballet. Past roles: Chairman and CEO, Countrywide; CEO, Intelligent 
Finance; Chairman, ThreeSixty Developments (formerly Knightsbridge 
Student Housing) and Titlestone Group; Non-exec Director, Rightmove, 
St James Place, Sainsbury’s Bank, Realogy, Zoopla Property Group and 
Department for Communities & Local Government. A qualified 
Chartered Banker with an MBA from Cranfield School of Management. 

Chief Executive Officer: Richard Simpson 

Past roles: Group Property Director for The Unite Group; Non-exec 
Director, CityWest Homes; Chair of the British Property Federation’s 
cross-sector Student Accommodation Committee, 2013-2015. Served 
for six years in the British Army. Qualified chartered surveyor and a 
fellow of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors. 

 

Chief Financial Officer: Philip Byrom 

Past roles: Divisional Finance Director, Pharmaceutical Technologies at 
BWI; Group Financial Controller at BWI and Advance International 
Group Limited; and Senior Manager at Price Waterhouse. Qualified 
chartered accountant, with a degree in Civil Engineering from 
Manchester University. 

 

Independent non-executive Director: Simon Laffin 

Current roles: Chairman of the Audit Committee of Dentsu Aegis 
Network. Past roles: Non-Executive Chairman of Assura, Flybe Group 
and Hozelock Group; Group Finance & Property Director of Safeway plc; 
Non-Executive Director of Quintain Estates and Development plc, Aegis 
Group, Mitchells & Butlers plc and Northern Rock (as part of the rescue 
team); and an adviser to CVC Capital Partners. 
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Independent non-executive chairman: Liz Reilly 

Current role: Group Human Resources Director at Segro. Past roles: 
Retail Human Resources Director, J Sainsbury; Group Human Resources 
Director for FCC UK Environmental. 

 

 

 

History  

Watkin Jones was founded in 1791 by carpenter Huw Jones, evolving with successive 
generations of the Watkin Jones family from being a joinery manufacturer (with a related 
sideline as an undertaker) into a regional building contractor, originally around its North  
Wales base. It subsequently grew into a UK wide developer, specialising in large scale 
purpose-built student accommodation and residential developments. 

In 1999, the business completed its first student accommodation project, for Opal (acting 
as contractor), in Manchester and subsequently, having recognised the opportunity 
presented by the student accommodation market, reorganised the business into three 
specialised divisions: student accommodation; residential development; and general 
construction 

Due to reducing availability of debt in the late 2000s, the Group identified alternative 
methods of delivering new developments through a forward sale model, in association with 
its institutional partners, which is the main development funding structure that the Group 
currently utilises. 

In response to demand from institutional investors for specialist asset management 
services for student accommodation sites, Fresh Student Living was established in 2010. 
Fresh provides management services to investors requiring exposure to the student 
accommodation asset class, allowing the group to offer an end-to-end solution to its 
clients. 

In 2015 the Group took the strategic decision to cease its operations in general 
construction contracting and focus on student accommodation and multi occupancy BTR 
developments (which have operational similarities with PBSA developments) on a forward 
sale model basis, in addition to continuing its operations in residential development. 

By the end of 2019 the Group had delivered 41,000 student beds across 123 sites in the UK 
and had become the UK’s leading developer of PBSA. The group is increasingly expanding 
its operations into the BTR sector. 
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Financial Summary: Watkin Jones 

Year end: September (£m unless shown)      
      
PROFIT & LOSS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
Revenue 244.2  267.0  301.9  363.1  374.8  
Adj EBITDA 36.1  38.6  43.8  50.9  64.8  
Adj EBIT 32.5  37.9  42.7  49.6  54.9  
Reported PBT 32.9  13.3  43.3  54.3  47.7  
Fully Adj PBT 36.1  40.2  43.3  50.1  50.2  
NOPAT 29.8  32.0  35.8  40.7  40.9  
Reported EPS (p) 0.0  3.1  14.0  17.3  15.1  
Fully Adj EPS (p) 0.0  23.7  14.0  16.0  16.0  
Dividend per share (p) 0.0  4.0  6.6  7.6  8.4  

      
CASH FLOW & BALANCE SHEET 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
Operating cash flow 32.0  24.5  25.4  66.6  38.9  
Free Cash flow 28.5  17.7  19.0  54.1  23.8  
FCF per share (p)   13.2  7.4  21.2  9.3  
Acquisitions 1.0  (11.3) 5.6  3.0  0.2  
Net cash flow 33.3  (12.0) 18.1  41.3  9.0  
Overdrafts / borrowings 20.2  15.0  24.3  26.5  187.8  
Cash & equivalents 59.3  47.2  65.3  106.6  115.7  
Net (Debt)/Cash 39.1  32.2  41.0  80.2  76.9  
IFRS 16 Lease liabilities     (149.1) 
Net (Debt)/Cash post IFRS 16      (72.2) 

      
NAV AND RETURNS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
Net asset value 113.1  102.7  126.2  153.0  161.7  
NAV/share (p)  40.2  49.4  59.9  63.3  
Net Tangible Asset Value 113.1  87.2  111.3  138.6  147.8  
NTAV/share (p)  34.2  43.6  54.3  57.9  
Average equity 101.9  107.9  114.5  139.6  157.3  
Post-tax ROE (%) 21.8% 3.9% 31.3% 31.7% 24.5% 

      
METRICS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
Revenue growth  9.3% 13.1% 20.3% 3.2% 
Adj EBITDA growth  6.7% 13.5% 16.3% 27.2% 
Adj EBIT growth  16.7% 12.7% 16.2% 10.6% 
Adj PBT growth  11.2% 7.8% 15.7% 0.4% 
Adj EPS growth    (40.9%) 13.7% 0.2% 
Dividend growth  N/A 65.0% 15.2% 9.9% 
Adj EBIT margins  14.2% 14.1% 13.7% 14.6% 

      
VALUATION 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
EV/Sales (x) N/A N/A 1.3 1.1 1.1 
EV/EBITDA (x) N/A N/A 9.1 7.8 6.2 
EV/NOPAT (x) N/A N/A 11.1 9.8 9.7 
PER (x) N/A N/A 12.1 10.7 10.6 
Dividend yield N/A N/A 3.9% 4.5% 4.9% 
FCF yield N/A N/A 4.4% 12.5% 5.5% 

 

Source: Company information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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To arrange a meeting with the management team, or for further information about Progressive, please contact: 
Emily Ritchie 
+44 (0) 20 7781 5311 
eritchie@progressive-research.com 
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